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A general scattering theory is studied for high order elliptic operators in domains 
with infinite boundary. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The spectral properties and the scattering theory for elliptic operators 
defined in a domain Q contained in iR, has been investigated extensively. 
Most of the work has been done in the case of exterior domains (i.e., 
domains which are the complement of a compact set). This case has been 
investigated by Birman [l-2], Lax and Phillips [3] (and the references 
quoted there), Wilcox [4, 51, Ikebe [6], Shenk and Thoe [7], Mochizuki [8], 
Dr?ic (91, Jtiger [lo-121, Kuroda 1131, Deift and Simon [14], Jensen and 
Kato [ 151, Simon [ 161, Reed and Simon [ 171, Deift [ 181, and others. The 
case of periodic boundary has been studied by Wilcox [19-221 and Sienz 
[23-251. Related problems have been studied by Wilcox (26,271, who 
considered stratified fluids, and by Davies and Simon [28] who studied 
potentials periodic in all but one direction. 
In the case where the domain D has nonperiodic unbounded boundary 
much less is known. The limiting absorption principle has been considered 
by Eidus and Vinnik [29], and by Eidus [30]. The existence of wave 
operators has been studied by Tayoshi [3 I] and Combes and Weder [32]. 
The completeness of wave operators in the case where the domain is 
asymptotic to a cone has been considered by Constantin [33]. Combes and 
Weder [32] proved completeness in the case where the obstacle is a surface 
and general boundary conditions are given, moreover it was proved that the 
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general exterior case can be reduced (modulo mild regularity assumptions on 
the boundary for non-Dirichlet boundary conditions) to the case of spherical 
boundary, by enclosing the general obstable in a ball. 
In this paper we consider the completeness problem for general high order 
elliptic operator in domains with infinite boundary. Let 0 be an open set of 
IR” and let P(x, 0) be a formal partial differential expression 
P(x, D) = x D”u,~(x) D’, (1.1) 
l;,‘$m” 
where a = (ai, a2 ,..., a,,), Dj = -i(a/axj), Ial = x1= I ai, and ai is a 
nonnegative integer. We also consider the associated Dirichlet bilinear form 
where ( , ) denotes the L* scalar product in R and rp, v E C?(O). We 
assume that h is formally symmetric, uniformly strongly elliptic, and right j- 
smooth for j large enough. For the relevant definitions see Section II. We 
make some mild assumptions in the smoothness of the coefftcients a,,(x) 
and on aa. Roughly speaking we make the assumptions necessary in order 
that Green’s formula holds for 80 and the basic results of global elliptic 
regularity are true. For details see Section II. By Girding’s inequality h 
extends to a closed bounded below form with domain H,(Q) X k,(O). Let 
H be the associated selfadjoint operator (it coincides with the Friedrichs 
extension of P(x, D)). 
Let Q, be another open set, 0, c R. We only require some regularity in 
the part of X2, that is outside a given ball of radius R. That is to say, we 
define Q,,, = {x E Q, 1 Ix I> R } and we require that aB l,R satisfy regularity 
assumptions imilar to the ones for X2. We define h, by restricting h to 
fi,(~2,) x Ei,(Q,), and we denote by H, the associated bounded below 
selfadjoint operator. H and H, are, respectively, the selfadjoint realization of 
P(x, D) in L*(G) and L*(R,) with Dirichlet boundary condition on BO and 
ml. 
We define the two Hilbert space wave operators 
W,(H,, H, J) = s-lim ei’HIJe-i’HP,,(H), 
t+icc (1.3) 
where P,,(H) is the projector onto the subspace of absolute continuity of H, 
and J is the bounded operator from L*(Q) into L*(fii) given by 
multiplication by the characteristic function of 0,. In this first scattering 
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problem we consider a selfadjoint realization of the same differential 
expression in L*(a) and L*(a,). The perturbation consists in moving the 
infinite boundary X2. We denote by p(x) the distance from x to 8R and by 
p,(x) the distance from x to X2,., n 80,. Our result is 
THEOREM I. Assume that A,,, A,, and B, are satisfied, that fii = Q\J2, 
has finite volume, that p E L*(X!,,,), p1 E L ‘(XI), and that either 
p E L ‘(kM2,,R) or p, E L ‘(80). Then the wave operators (1.3) exist, are 
complete, are partial isometries with initial subspace e,(H), and the 
invariance principle holds. 
A,, A,, and B, are mild regularity assumptions (see Section II for details). 
The main assumption is that the obstacle fli has finite volume. We mean 
completeness in the strong sense, i.e., that range W, =<,(H,). By the 
invariance principle we mean 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let # be a real-valued admissible function in the sense 
of Kato [34]. Let H, H, be selfadjoint operators in Hilbert spaces 2 and 
&, respectively, let J be a bounded operator from 2 to &, and let the 
wave operators W,(H, H,, J) exist. We say that the invariance principle 
holds for H, H, , and J, if the wave operators W, (4(H), $(H,), J) exist and 
W, (Wh #(HA J) = W, (H, , H, 4. (1.4) 
There are slightly more general versions of the invariance principle [ 171 that 
also hold in our case. Theorem I is our basic perturbation result, where the 
problem of moving an infinite boundary is solved for general elliptic 
operators. 
We then consider the perturbation of H and H, by partial differential 
operators whose coefficients are allowed to have strong singularities in a 
bounded part of B and a,, respectively. A problem similar to this, namely, 
the case of potential scattering on R” when the potential is singular in a 
compact set of measure zero has been studied by Pearson [35], Deift and 
Simon [ 141, and Combescure and Ginibre [36], in connection with Pearson’s 
examples [37], and absorption at local singularities. The technical estimates 
are obtained in [14] using the Feynman-Kac formula, and in [36] by a 
bootstrap argument. Our estimates are based in global elliptic regularity. An 
interesting point is that we allow for strong singularities even at the 
boundary of 8~2 and X!, . We consider a bounded below selfadjoint operator 
HS in L*(0) that coincides with H + Q outside of a bounded set, where Q is 
a partial differential operator with regular coefficients. Intuitively we think of 
HS as H + V, where V is a partial differential operator with strongly singular 
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coefficients, but that coincides with Q away from a bounded set. For a 
precise definition see Section II. We define Hs similarly, with a new singular 
operator V, and regular operator Q, defined in R, . Our result is 
THEOREM II. Assume that the conditions of Theorem I are satisfied and 
let HS, Hi, Q, and Q, be as above. If the wave operators W, (H + Q, H) and 
W,(H, + Q,, H,) exist, are complete, and the invariance principle holds for 
them, then the wave operators 
W, (HS , HS, J) = s-lim eifH:Je-i”‘aPa,(H,), 
f--t’* (1.5) 
exist, are complete, are partial isometries with initial subspace 2&(H,), and 
the invariance principle holds. 
For further results in this connection see Remark 2.5. 
Our general perturbation results allow us to consider a large class of 
unbounded obstacles in IR” that are a perturbation of obstacles that have a 
particular geometry that allows for an explicit solution. First the particular 
geometry is solved, and then we consider the perturbed obstacle by the chain 
rule, and our general perturbation results. We illustrate this method in 
Corollary 2.6 where we consider an obstacle in iR* whose boundary is 
asymptotic to the lines xi = 0, and x2 = 0. 
The method of proof of our theorems is based in a study of the behavior 
of the kernel of (H + A)-,” and (H, + 1))” close to the boundary. The 
relevant estimates are obtained by means of global elliptic regularity. Once 
this is accomplished the theorems are proved by a trace class result that is 
obtained using Green’s formula to express the relevant kernels as integrals 
over the boundaries and over oi. In this way the condition that the obstacle 
Ri has finite volume appears in a natural way. 
In the Appendix we give a large class of domains that satisfy all the 
assumptions of Theorem 1 (see Remarks A.7, and A.8). 
II. ELLIPTIC OPERATORS 
Let D be an open set contained in iR”, n > 2, and let h be a Dirichlet 
bilinear form of order m in 0 
h(cp, w> = 2 (a&) D,rp, D, v/h (2.1) 
/;I’:: . 
for cp, v E C?(Q), the space of infinitely differentiable functions on R with 
compact support, and where the coefficients a,,(x) are bounded functions. 
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We assume that h is formally symmetric, i.e., ua4(x) = gfi,(x), and that it is 
uniformly strongly elliptic, (381, i.e., that for all x E I2, and k E R” 
for some positive constant E. 
We denote by C:(a) the Banach space of all functions v, defined in R that 
are bounded and continuous together with all its derivatives of order a, 
]a( < m, with norm 
II v II cgn, = max sup ]Po(x)]. O<lal,<m xen (2.3) 
By C”‘(n) we denote the Banach space of all functions in C:(Q), with 
D”~I uniformly continuous on a for 0 < ]a( < m, with norm (2.3). 
Each function in C”(n) has a unique continuous and bounded extension to 
ix 
DEFINITION 2.1 [38 ]. The Dirichlet form h is said to be right j-smooth 
in D if the a,,(x) are bounded and measurable in Q and a,,(x) E Cp’+jPm, 
for (a(+j-VZ>>. 
We make the following assumption in the regularity of the coefftcients 
a,&). 
A,. We assume that the Dirichlet form h is uniformly strongly elliptic, 
and (2M + 1) M smooth in R, where M in the smallest nonnegative integer 
such that A4 > 1 + (n/4nt). 
Let P(x, D) be the associated partial differential operator 
P(x, D) = c D”a,,(x) Do. 
l;l,“m” 
Under our assumptions Girding inequality 138) is true for h: 
(2.4) 
~~~~~,)~~~oIl~ll~,n-~oll~l12 (2.5) 
for every v, E C;(0). 
We denote by H&2) the Sobolev space of order m consisting of all the 
functions in L’(Q) having L* derivatives up to order m. fi,(f2) is the 
completion of CF(sd) in the norm of H,(Q). 
By G&ding’s inequality h extends to a closed bounded below quadratic 
form defined in fim($2) x ti,,@). 
saoj51/2 a 
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Let H denotes the associated selfadjoint operator. H is clearly the 
Friedrichs extension of P(x, 0) defined in C:(a), and is called the selfad- 
joint realization of P(x, D) with Dirichlet boundary condition. 
In what follows we denote any positive constant whose value is irrelevant 
by C. 
Our estimates are obtained by means of two of the basic tools in the 
theory of elliptic operators, namely, Green’s formula and global elliptic 
regularity. 
By Green’s formula we mean that there are linear operators F,(x, O), 
x E afi, 0 < k < 2m - 1 with bounded coeflicients, and of order k, such that 
for all cp, WE CF(lRn) 
Zm-I _ - 
(p(x,D)cP,I;l)-(~,p(x,D)W)= x j &m-l-jV -$v da, (2.6) 
j=O 8R 
where a,‘/&j is the exterior normal derivative of orderj at 30. 
By global elliptic regularity and Girding’s inequality if cp E H,(Q) and 
I,V E Hzmk(Sl), where 0 < k < M, and if for 1 large enough 
(h + ~>cxY cp) = cxx, WI, (2.7) 
for every x E CT(Q), then v, E H2mck+ ,)W, and 
Sufficient conditions for global elliptic regularity to hold are given in 
Theorem A.6, where we have extended the method of [ 381 to the case of 
unbounded boundary. 
Equation (2.7) implies that rp E D(H), and (H + A) q = w. Then (2.8) 
implies that (H + 1))’ is bounded from H2,,JLl) into H2,,k+,,(R), 
O<k,<M. Hence 
(H + A>-” E W’(fi), H2,&))), (2.9) 
where B(A, B) denotes the Banach space of all bounded operators from A to 
B, for any pair of Banach spaces A, B. 
If furthermore Sobolev’s imbedding theorem golds (see 141, Theorem 5.41 
for sufficient conditions) H2mM($) is continuously imbedded in C?(Q) (and 
in consequence also in C2m-‘(Q)). Then 
(H + A) -,44 E B(L ‘(a), c;yf2>>. (2.10) 
Since Green’s fromula and (2.10) are the basic facts that we need in order 
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to obtain enough information on the behavior of the kernel of (H t A)-.” 
close to EQ, we will state these facts as an assumption. 
A,. We assume that the restriction to 0 of functions on CF(W”) are 
dense in H&2), that if q E C”(0) r? gi,(.J2), then (p(x) = 0, for x E 80, that 
HZm&2) is continuously imbedded in C~‘“(Q), and that 
(a) Green’s formula (2.6) is true. 
(b) (H + n)-k is bounded from L’(R) into Hzmk(S2) for k = 1, and 
k=M. 
(c) There is a bounded trace operator T from Hi(Q) into L2(aQ). 
In the Appendix (Remark A.7) we give a large class of domains satisfying 
4. 
Since (H + 1)-P, p > M, is bounded from L’(D) into Cim(Q), for every a, 
1 a [ < 2% there exists a function Gfl(x, y) defined on J2 x J2 such that 
Daf(H+~)-pd(x)=j WX,Y)~~(Y)~Y, xEJ2, (2.11) 
and 
It GYx, 9lLqn) G C, XER. (2.12) 
If la I< 2m - 1 Gz(x, y) is defined on fi x D and (2.11), (2.12) are true 
for all x E fin. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
II Gc% . >I1 LZ(Q) G G-Gh IalGm- 1, 
UfZdXEB. 
Proof. The proof is elementary. For a, E L2(J2) denote 
(2.13) 
P(X) = [(H + A)- CPKX). (2.14) 
By A, ,II E C~‘“(Q), then ~1 E C*“-I@), and since D(H) c fi,&?), 
D,,u = 0 for x E 3.0 and 1 al < m - 1. By the fundamental theorem of 
calculus 
(2.15) 
where the integration is performed along a straight line joining x0 to x. x0 is 
any point in 352, and pu4 = D,p. 
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By (2.11) 
Since this is true for every x E fi and every q E L’(0) we must have 
G:(x,y)= ix G;+i(x(l),y)$dl. (2.17) 
” x0 
Then by (2.12) 
!I,IG~(x~~)l~d~~~lx-xol~. (2.18) 
Finally taking the infimum over x0 E aa we get 
II Gt% .)I1 L*(n) <CP@>, x E n. (2.19) 
Q.E.D. 
Let fi, be an open set, 52, c 0. We define the form h, by restriction of h 
to ~,,,(a,) X fi,,@,). h, is clearly a closed bounded below form. Let H, be 
the associated selfadjoint operator. H, is the selfadjoint realization of P(x, II) 
in L’(O,) with Dirichlet boundary condition. 
We will only make regularity assumptions on the part of the boundary of 
B outside a bounded set. We denote 
B We assume that the restriction to 0, R of functions on CF(lR”) are 
dens: in H,,(fit R), that there is a bounded extension operator E from 
H,,,,&I,,,) into fi2mM(JI), that if rp E Co@,,,) n fi,(fi,), then (D(X) = 0, for 
xEaanan,,,, and 
(a) Green’s formula (2.6) holds in ZJ,,,. 
(b) (H, +A)-” is bounded from f,‘(fir) into HZmk(Onl,R) for k = 1, 
k = M and 1 positive enough. 
(c) There is a bounded trace operator T, from HI@,,,) int 15 ‘(XI, ,R). 
In Remark A.8 we give a large class of domains satisfying B,. 
Remark 2.3. For the definition of an extension operator see Definition 
A.2. 
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Note that E(H, f ,I)-” is bounded from L’(l2,) into H,,,,&2), and then 
by A, 
E(H, + ny E B(L2(Q,), c;yn)). (2.21) 
As before for every p > M, and a, Ia( < 2m, there exists a function 
G:“(x,y) defined on B x JI, (bx Q, if la/ < 2m - 1) such that 
DnbW, + a)- VI(X) = j @/Y-w) V(Y) & (2.22) 
and 
II G:% .)II~qo,~ G C, xER, la/<22m (2.23) 
(xEfiif lal<22m- 1). 
Denote pi(x) = d&(x, &X2, n an,,,). 
LEMMA 2.3. 
ProoJ Let v, E L *(a,) and denote 
p(x) = [E(H, t A> -IJ ~I@), x E a, (2.25) 
then P E C ‘“-‘(a). Since D(H,) cI?,(s2,) we must have D,,u = 0 for 
xE&!,,~~I&~,, and O<laJ,(m- 1. The rest of the proof follows as in 
Lemma 2.2. Q.E.D. 
Let JR denotes the bounded operator from L’(S2) into L’(R,,,) given by 
multiplication by the characteristic function of fir,, 
(JR P)(X) =x*,,,(x) ul(x>, a, E L2(s2). (2.26) 
For p, q > 1 we define for 1 positive enough 
Vp,Q = H,(H, + A)-p J,(H + A)-Q - (H, t A)-” JRH(H t A)-“. (2.27) 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that A,, A,, and B, are satisfied, and that 
pi = L2\0, has finite volume. Then 
(1) vp > M and p, E L2(kXJ) then VpvQ is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
(2) If q 2 M and p E L2(af2,,,) then Vpgq is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
(3) Ifp, q > M and p1 E L’(8R) or p E L’(c%~,,~) then Vp,q is trace 
class. 
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Proof. We consider first case (1). Let tp E L*(Q,), and I,Y E L’(Q). Then 
((D, Vpsqty) = 1. (P,uU - ,uPO) d”x, (2.28) 
” 0I.R 
where P = (Hi + A)-p cp, v = H + A))q w. By Green’s formula (2.6) 
(2.29) 
where Qi,R = .R\fii,, is of finite volume. 
Since u E D(H) c p,(Q), TD,v(x) = 0, 0 < 1 al ,< m - 1, and x E 88. 
Then 
~p,q=-[xoiRPE(H, +J)-pl*~n,,R(H+A)-q 
+ [Xn,<,w, + n)-p I * * xnj.Jw + A>rq 
Zm-1 
+ T‘ [TF *m-*-jE/l(Hl+A)-PJ* 1 . (2.30) j=m 
Since fli,R has finite volume it follows from (2.23) that xoj .PE(H, + A)-” 
is Hilbert-Schmidt. By the same reason the second term in the right-hand 
side of (2.30) is Hilbert-Schmidt. r(&/&z’)(a + A)-q is bounded, and by 
Lemma 2.3 TN,,-,-,E(H, + A))p is Hilbert-Schmidt. Then VpYq is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. 
If also q > M, xo,,(H + A)-” is Hilbert-Schmidt and the first term on the 
right to (2.30) is trace class. By the same argument he second term is trace 
class. Moreover each term in the sum in the right-hand side of (2.30) is an 
integral operator with kernel 
k,,&, Y) = j GkP (2, x> h,,(z) G;(z, y) da 
an 
G:‘(z, x>{4x,(z) P:“(Z) G”o<z, Y)\ do, (2.3 1) 
O<lal<2m- 1, h,,( > b z a ounded function, m Q I/3\ < 2m - 1, and Bf2’ = 
afi n {z 1 p’(z) > 0). If pi(z) E L’(X!), the operator with kernel @i(z))“’ 
Gz(z, y) is Hilbert-Schmidt by (2.12), and the one with kernel 
(l/p,(~))“~ GkP(z, x) is Hilbert-Schmidt by Lemma 2.3. Then the operator 
with kernel k-.,(x, y) is trace class, and the sum in the right-hand side of 
(2.30) is trace class. This proves (3) in the case p, E L’(afi). 
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Let us consider case (2). By Green’s formula for G,,, 
But since uED(H,), T,D,p=O, /aJ<m--1, xE8R,,,n80,. Then in 
this case 
m-1 
VP.9 = 5 
JTO 
01 ap,,,naa,TIF2m-l-j(H1 +A>-p)* 
. Xan,,,nan, 
i 
T,$(H+A)-q/, 
(2.33) 
l<j<m- 1, (2.34) 
is Hilbert-Schmidt by Lemma 2.2, and since T,F,,-,-,(H, f A)-’ is 
bounded each term in the first sum of the right-hand side of (2.33) is 
Hilbert-Schmidt. Each operator (@/&zj)(H t J)-q has a kernal satisfying 
(2.12) and since /a~,,,\&?,/ < co each operator xan, R\aR, T,(~?j/&zj) 
(H+J)-’ is Hilbert-Schmidt, moreover since T, Fzm- 1 ->(H, t A)-” is 
bounded, this completes the proof of case (2). If p, q > M and p E L ‘(aR 1 ,R) 
we prove that each term in the first sum of the right-hand side of (2.33) is 
trace class in the same way as we proved that (2.31) defines a trace class 
operator. Since the kernel of each operator T, F,, _, .-,(H, t n)-p satisfies 
(2.33) and laR,,,,aR,I < co each operator XaR,R,@n,. TrF,,-r-j(H, + n)-p 
is Hilbert-Schmidt, and by the proof of (2) each term in the second sum on 
the right-hand side of (2.33) is trace class. This completes the proof of (3). 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM I. Assume that A,, A,, and B, are satisfied, that .R, = f2\~2, 
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has finite volume, that p E L’(af2, ,,), p, E L’(aR). and that either 
p E L’(CX?,.,) or p, E L’(iX2). Then the wave operators 
W, (H, , H, J) = s-lim eitH’Je- ‘(“P,,.(H), 
t ‘Zt’C (2.35) 
exist, are complete, are partial isometries with initial subspace iY,,(H), and 
the invariance principle holds. 
ProoJ Let JR be the bounded operator from L’(Q) into L 2(0,,,) given 
by multiplication by the characteristic function of a,.,. We will prove 
slim (J-JR) e-““P,,(H) = 0. 
I-r’cc 
(2.36) 
It is enough to prove that 
lim (J - JR) e-““‘P,,(H) (p = 0, 
I&*2? 
(2.37) 
for (o E D(H”‘). But 
lim (J - JR) e-‘“‘P,,(H) p 
I-ia2 
= ,IiFa(J- J,)(H + A)-“’ e-i’H(H + A)“’ P,,(H) qx (2.38) 1 
By Rellich compactness theorem [41] (J- J,)(H + A))“* is a compact 
operator and since eeitH(H + A)l’* P,,(H) p is weakly convergent to zero the 
result follows. Then W, (H, , H, JR) exist if and only if W, (H, , H, J) exist, 
and in that case they coincide. It is then enough to prove the theorem for 
W,(H, , H, JR). We denote 
Q=(H,+A)-NJR(H+A)-N, 
where N = 2M - I. Then 
(2.39) 
H, Q - QH = VNyN, (2.40) 
is a trace class operator. It follows from Pearson’s theorem [39,40] that the 
wave operators W,(H,, H, Q) and W,(H, H,, Q*) exist. Since 
(H + A)-” P,,(H) has range dense in eC(H) the wave operators 
W+(H,, H, (H, + A)-” JR) exist. Moreover 
(H, +A)-“JR-JR(H+A)-N=- 5 Vp,N--p+,. (2.41) 
p=l 
The right-hand side of (2.41) is Hilbert-Schmidt by Lemma 2.4 since 
either p > M or N-p I- 1 > M. Then the wave operators W,(H,, H, JR) 
exist. 
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Since the W, (H, H, , Q*) exist they are the adjoints of the W,(H,, H, Q), 
Then closure range W, (H, , H, Q) = <,(H,), if and only if W, (H, H, , Q *) 
have trivial kernel, i.e., if and only if 
lim ll(H + A)-“J,*(H, + ,I)-” eeitHIP,,(H,) cp(J = 0, (2.42) 
t-*CC 
if and only if P,,(H,)p = 0. But by (2.41) J,*(H, + A)-” - (H + A)-” Jz is 
compact. Then 
lim 
t-*CC 
[l(H + A)-“J,*(H, + A)-” e-“HIP,,(HI) v,jj 
= llW1 + WzN Pac(ffd PII 3 (2.43) 
in the third equality we used the fact that (J* - Jz)(H, + A)-2M is compact 
by the Rellich compactness theorem [41]. The last quantity is zero if and 
only if P,,(H,) CJI = 0. Then closure range W, (H, , H, Q) =<,(H,). 
Moreover by the intertwining relations 
W,W,,H, Q>= W/,(H,, H,J,)(H+l)-“. (2.44) 
Let IJ.X range W, (H, , H, Q), then for some v 
~=~,(H,,H,Q)~=~,(H,,H,J,)(H+~)-‘~w, (2.45) 
and then V)E range W, (H,, H, JR). Hence range W, (H, , H, Q) c 
range W,(H,, H, JR). Let YE range W*(H,, H, JR). Then for some v 
(H, +l)-*‘%=(H1 +I)-2N W,(H,,H,J,)y 
=(ff, +A>-” W,(H,,H,JR)(H+L)-Ny 
= W,(H,>K Q> w. (2.46) 
Then (W, + Il)-ZN P)E range W,(H,, H, Q), and since the closure of the 
range W,(H,, H, Q) is an invariant subspace for H,, V)E closure range 
W, (H, , H, Q). Then closure range W, (H, , H, JR) = closure range 
W, (H, , H, Q) = <,(H,). We prove below that W, (H, , H, JR) are partially 
isometric. Then they have closed range, and it follows that range 
W,(H,) H, J) =S?&(HI), proving completeness. Let us prove that the 
?XO’57’2 9 
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W,(H,, H, JR) are partial isometries with initial subspace yT,,(ff). It is 
enough to prove 
or equivalently 
lim /lxn, Re +f*FJ,,(H) qq = 0. t-1*o(> ’ 
(2.48) 
Clearly it is only necessary to prove (2.48) for a dense set, that we take as 
D(H”‘). Let cp E D(H”‘). Then I,V = e P”HP,,(H) rp E D(H”‘), and by A, 
I WI G c IlW + 4” P,c(W CPII = C’, x E fi. (2.49) 
We define 
and fit, = n,,,\$$. Given E > 0 take K so large that ) fitR ( < f (c/C’)*. By 
the argument given at the beginning of the proof there is a t, such that 
llxKn,,,e -ifHP,c(H) fp(1* < F2/2, ItI > to. (2.5 1) 
Then for (t( > t, 
IIxn,,,e - i’WP,c(H) cp IIG 6, ltl > to. (2.52) 
It only remains to prove that the invariance principle holds. The wave 
operators W,(H,, H, Q) satisfy the invariance principle [39,40]. Then the 
wave operators W, MH,), VW), Q) exist, for every admissible function 4, 
and 
W, (W,), 4(H)> Q) = W, W, , H, Q>. (2.53) 
AS before this implies that the wave operators lV,($(H,), $(H),J,) exist. 
Moreover for every w E i;%“,,(H) by the intertwining relations 
= lim @@(Hd(H, + A)-NJ,(H + A)-” e-it@(H)v 
t+icc 
= lim eifH1(H, + A)-” J,(H + A)-” e- i’H~ 
I-f02 
= lim eirHIJR e-itH(’ + A)--2N ty. 
llfcc 
(2.54) 
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Since (I-I + 1))‘“P,,(H,) has range dense in Z&(H), it follows that the 
wave operators W, (H, , H, JR) satisfy the invariance principle. Then 
W’, W, 3 fb 4 = W, bW,)> YVO JR). (2.55) 
But by the Rellich compactness theorem 1411 
(J-J,)(H+A)-“*E$,, (2.56) 
the space of compact operators. Then 
lim (J-JR) e-i’m’H’yl = 0, 
l-*02 
(2.57) 
for w E Q(H) n<,(H), and since this set is dense in S&(H) 
f-lii(J - JR) e-i’“(H)P,,(H) = 0. (2.58) 
This implies 
W, MH,), N-4, J) = W, MH,), 4(H), J,J (2.59) 
Then by (2.55) 
W, (f-f, 3 H, 4 = W, (Wf,), TWO 4. Q.E.D. (2.60) 
We consider now the case where P(x, D) is perturbed by a partial 
differential operator 
V(x, D) = x Dau,&) D4, (2.61) 
lal<m 
14l<m 
whose coffrcients D&X) are allowed to have strong singularities in a 
bounded part of f2. This in in agreement with the point of view that we take 
for the boundary of .R,, namely, that we require no regularity in the part of 
the boundary contained in a bounded set. By Q(A) we denote the form 
domain of a selfadjoint operator A. 
Let H” and Hf be bounded below selfadjoint operators in L’(G) and 
L’(,f2,), respectively, with Q(H”) c fim(0), Q(Hi) c fi,,@,). We think of 
HS and Hi as selfadjoint extensions of H + V, and H, + V,, respectively, 
where the coefftcients of V and V, are singular in a compact set but they 
coincide with an operator Q(Q,) with regular coefftcients outside that 
compact set. More precisely let Q(x, D) and Q,(x, D) be partial differential 
operators in 0 and R,, respectively, that satisfy assumption A,; namely, 
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Q(x, II) = \’ D”q,Jx) D4. 
la-Em 
IBlCrn 
(2.62) 
Q,(x, 0) = 21 D”q;,(x) D5. 
IalSrn 
Idl<m 
(2.63) 
We denote by q and q1 the associated forms, and by H + Q and H, + Q, 
the bounded below selfadjoint operators associated, respectively, with the 
form h + q and h, t q, defined in fi, x fi, . We assume that there exist a 
compact set S(S,), S c G(S, c LJ,) such that for every fE CF(Rn) 
(f, E Cg(R”) with support contained outside S(S,) if cp E D(HS), or 
(D E D(H + Q), then fq E II n D(H t Q) and Hyq = (H t Q).@, and 
similarly if rp E D(HS), or cp E D(H, + Qi); f,u, E D(HS) f7 D(H, t Qi) and 
HSf,v = W, -t QJ.6 rp. 
Notice that because of elliptic regularity D(H + Q) = Hzm(L’) f? H,(n). 
Hence if rp E D(H + Q), fq E D(H + Q). The same is true for H, + Q,. 
THEOREM II. Assume that the conditions of Theorem I are satisfied, and 
let HS, Hi, Q, and Q, be as above. If the wave operators W,(H + Q, H) and 
W, (H, t Q, , H,) exist, are complete, and the invariance principle holds for 
them, then the wave operators 
W, = s-lim eifH:Je-ifHSPa,(H”), 
f**-uL, 
(2.64) 
exist, are complete, are partial isometries with initial subspace <;F”,,(H”), and 
the invariance principle holds. 
Proof: By the chain rule 
W,(Hs,HS,J)=WI(Hs,H,+Q,,.W,(H,+Q,,H,) 
. W,(H,, f&J) W,(H, H t Q) . W,(H + Q, HS). (2.65) 
By the assumption that we made, and Theorem I, it only remains to prove 
that W,(H’, H + Q), and W,(Hi, H, + Q,) exist, are complete, and satisfy 
the invariance principle. We give the proof for Wf (HS, H t Q), the other 
case being similar. Take 6, and 6,, 6, < 6, so small that the compact sets 
S,, = (x E R” ( dist(x, S) <a,}, (2.66) 
Ss, = {x E R” ) dist(x, S) < S,}, (2.67) 
are contained in R, and let fE Cr(W”) satisfy f(x) = 0 if x E S,, , f(x) = 1 
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if x 6! Sa2. Since Q(H + Q) = fi,&2) it follows as in the argument given at 
the beginning of the proof of Theorem I that 
f--lii(1 -f) e- ifw+ Q)Pa,(H + Q) = 0. (2.68) 
Then it is enough to consider the wave operators W, (HS, H t QJ). As in 
the proof of Theorem I it is enough to prove that for some N> 1 
(H, ti)-N [HJ-f(Ht Q>](Ht Q+J>-"EL (2.69) 
the space of trace class operators, and 
(H,+l)-Nf-f(HtQtn)-"E~,, (2.70) 
the space of compact operators. But let us consider g E CF(R”), g(x) E 0, 
xES,g(x)=l,x6?S,,. Then since g = 1 on the support off we have 
W, f A>-" [Kf-f(H + Q>W + Q i-4-" 
= W, + W" d(H + QV-fW + Q)lW + Q + A>-" 
=(H,+1)'N-')[(Hs+A)-1g(H+Q+A)](H+Qt3L)-' 
. [(H + QV-fW+ Q>IW + Q + TN, (2.71) 
where we used the fact that (H t Q) is a local operator, i.e., (H t Q)fq = 
g(H + Q)fi, for every g that is identically 1 on the support of J: By the 
assumption that we made on the domain of H, and H + Q away from the 
singularities of the coefficients, the operator (H, + A)-’ g(H + Q t A) is 
bounded. Then it is enough to prove that 
A = (H t Q t A)-’ [(H t Q)f-f(H t Q)](H t Q t A)-“, (2.72) 
is trace class, or since (H t Q) is local that 
A = (H + Q t A)-’ [(H + Q>f-f(H t Q)] g(H t Q t A)-“, (2.73) 
is trace class where g is as before. But since EC:(R) it follows from local 
elliptic regularity [38, Theorem 6.41 that g(H t Q + A)-” w E ti,,,,,(fi) for 
every w E L*(D). 
Let us take N > M t (n/4m) - (1/2m). Moreover for each u, E fi-,,,(Q) 
(H + Q t A)“‘-’ [(H t Q)f-S(ff + Q)l g = c bPyvy (2.7“) 
IYISzmM-1 
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where the coefficients b, are bounded, and have support contained in S,2\S,, . 
Then 
A=(H+Q+L)-M L\‘ 
ly,<T&, 
b,DYg(H + Q + 2) -j”. (2.75) 
But as before (H + Q + A)-)” has a kernel that satisfies 
II G(x, .)IImm G C VXEQ, (2.76) 
and D’g(Z3 + Q + 1))” has a kernel G(x,v) satisfying 
II &XT x2(n) G c VXEQ. (2.77) 
Then since the b, have compact support in 0 A is trace class since it is a 
finite sum of terms that are the product of two Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
To prove (2.70) it is enough to establish 
(&+A)-'[H,f-f(HtQ)l(H+Q+n>-'Em,. (2.78) 
But since (H, t A)-’ g(H t Q t ,I) is bounded, it is enough to prove that 
(NtQt/2)-'((HtQ)f-f(HtQ))(H+QtA)-1E~,. (2.79) 
But 
(HtQtn>-'((HtQ)f-f(HtQ))(HtQtn>~' 
= -&'-, [d,(H t Q t A)-']* PY(H t Q t V'I, (2.80) 
where the d, are bounded and with support contained in Ss2\Ss,. By global 
elliptic regularity Dy(N t Q t A)-’ is bounded, and furthermore 
d,(HtQ+A)-'={d,(HtQ+A)-"'}(HtQ+A)-I'". (2.81) 
The second factor is bounded, and since d, has compact support 
dy(HtQtW1'*EL (2.82) 
by the Rellich compactness theorem because the form domain of H + Q is 
H,(Q). 
Remark 2.5. An interesting question is to see if the singularities of HS 
and Hi can be at the boundary of a and a,. We give a proof that this is 
possible in two cases, namely, for second order operators, and also for 
operators of high enough degree. We conjecture that this result is true also 
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for general elliptic operators. We assume then that for every fE CF(R”) 
with support off contained outside the ball of radius R, if p E D(H’) or 
(p E D(H + Q) then fi E D(H’) n D(H t Q) and Hyq = (H f Q)fi. We 
make a similar assumption for Hi and H, + Q, (in this case we assume 
s, c Qnl,R). Now we allow for singularities at the boundary of J2 and a,. 
Notice that the proof that we have of (2.70) remains true in this case. 
Suppose that m > n/4. By the argument given in the proof of Theorem II it 
is enough to prove that for f E CF(iR”), f E 0, Ix/,< R, f - 1, lx/> 2R: 
A=(HtQ+A)-'((HtQ)f-f(HtQ))(H+Qt~)-m~&. (2.83) 
But 
A=(HtQtl)-' c d,W(H t Q + A)-“. (2.84) 
ly1<2m-1 
D’(H t Q + A)-“’ has a kernel satisfying (2.77), but since 2m > n/2 the 
kernel of (H t Q t A)-’ also satisfies (2.77). Then it is trace class since the 
coefficients d, have bounded support in 0. 
We consider now the case of second order operators. In this case 
A= c (DYdy(HtQtl)-‘)*g(HtQt~)-M, 
IYl<l 
(2.85) 
where g E C~(lR’), has compact support in Rn and g E 1 for R Q 1x(< 2R. 
It is enough to prove g(H t Q t A)-” E J, for every g E CF(W”) with 
compact support. But let g,, g, be as g and satisfy g,, g, = 1 for x in the 
support of g. Then [36] 
g(HtQt~)-k-l=g,(HtQt~)-lg(HtQt~)-kt [g,(HtQtA)-"'1 
X ,~,DYdy(HtQtA)-1'2 *gZ(H+QtA)-l-‘. 
(2.86) 
We prove below that g,(H + Q +A)-“* E Jq, q > n.’ Then if 
g(HtQ-tA>-"Es,, g(HtQtA)-'-kEj,, l/p=minl, l/qtl/r. It 
followsg(HtQ+I)-“EJ, ifM>q. 
Let -At denote the selfadjoint realization of -A with Dirichlet boundary 
’ For the definition of the spaces 5, see [ 171. 
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conditions in 80. It is enough to prove that g(-A: + ;1))‘/* E J,. Denote by 
-A, the Dirichlet Laplacian in L.*(lF?“) with boundary condition in aa. Then 
g(-A; f A)--112 = Pg(-A, + /I-“2P 
= Pg(-A + 1)-l’* (-A t A)+“* (-A, + 1)-1’2 P E j&2.87) 
since g(-A t 1))” E 9, [ 171, where --A is the operator in L*(lR”) without 
boundary condition in 6X2, and P is the projector from L*(R “) onto L*(Q). 
Q.E.D. 
The conditions assuring that the W,(H + Q, H) and W,(H, + Q, , H,) 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem II are standard, e.g., qao(x) E L l(Q), 
q&(x) E L’(Q,), is enough. 
Our theorems allow to consider a large class of unbounded obstacles in 
R”, namely, those that are a perturbation of obstacles having a particular 
geometry that can be solved explicitly. We illustrate the method by a simple 
example in R*. 
Let H, = -A denote minus Laplacian in R2, and let H, = -A, be minus 
Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary conditions in the lines X, = 0 and x2 = 0. 
Clearly 
&=-A:,@ l-l@A;, (2.88) 
where Ah denotes the Laplacian in the X, variable with Dirichlet boundary 
condition at zero and similarly for A;. Then 
pie - itH, _ (e-itAbeitA~,)(e-ifA~~itA~~), (2.89) 
where -A,, = -a*/a*x,, -AX2 = -8*/3*x,. Hence 
W*(H,, Ho) = S--liiffnl(e~ilAbeifA,,)(e-ifA~eitA,,) 
+ 
= W*(-AL, -A,,). WJ-A;, -42). (2.90) 
Then the W,(H,, H,) exist and are complete because range 
W*(-A:,, -A,,) = L*(R), and similarly for W,(-A;, -Ax2). Using this 
explicit solution and our basic perturbation theorems we consider now an 
obstacle whose boundary is asymptotic to the planes x, = 0, and x2 = 0. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let Ci, 1 < i < 4, denote, respectively, the cones 
(x, 20, x2 > O>, (x, ~0, x2 > O>, (x, GO, x2 GO), and (x, > 0, x2 ,<O>, in 
I?*. Let Q,, 1 < i < 4, be open sets Qi c Ci. Assume that each pair (Cl, f2i) 
satisfies the conditions of Theorem I. Denote 
n= (J ai, (2.9 1) 
i=l 
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and let H be -A in L’(Q) with Dirichlet boundary condition in XI. Let J 
denotes the bounded operator from L’(R ‘) into L’(R) given by 
multiplication by the characteristic function of R. Then by the chain rule 
w,(KH,,J)= W,(H,H,,J) W,(H,,H,). (2.92) 
By the considerations above, the wave operators W, (H, , H,) exist and 
are complete. But L2(lRz) = @4=, L2(Ci), L’(O) = @4=, L2(Ri) and 
J= @;=, Ji where J;L’(C,)-+ L2(sZi) is multiplication by the characteristic 
function of S2,. Then 
W+(H,H,,J)= & w,(Hi,H,,i,J;), (2.93) 
i= I 
since H= @f=, Hi, and H, = 04=, Hl,i, where Hi-A in L2(Ri) with 
Dirichlet bounday condition in 8Ri, and H,,i = -A in L*(C,) with Dirichlet 
boundary condition in Xi. By Theorem I each of the operators 
W,(Hi, Hl,i, Ji) exist, is complete, and is partially isometric. Then by the 
chain rule the wave operators W, (H, , HO, J) exist, are complete, and are 
partially isometric, with initial space L2(lR2). We introduce now a singular 
potential. Let HS (formally -A,, + q&x) where q,(x) is a singular potential) 
be a selfadjoint operator such that 
H” = & H;, (2.94) 
i=l 
where Hi is a bounded below selfadjoint operator in L’(O;). Let q,(x) be real 
valued functions in Qi that are relatively form bounded perturbations of Hi, 
with relative bound smaller than 1. Denote Hi + qi as form sum. LetfE C;P 
be as in Remark 2.5, then if q E D(Hy) or q E D(H, + qi) we assume 
j@ E D(H;) n D(Hi + qi) and 
fC.h = (Hi + qi)fP* (2.95) 
As in Theorem II we assume that the wave operators W, (Hi + qi, Hi) 
exist and are complete. Then by the chain rule 
W* (H’, Ho, J) = W* H”> C$ (Hi + qi)) 
i=l 
X W, (, (Hi + qi), H) W,W, H,, J). (2.96) 
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By the considerations above W,(H, H,, J) exist, are complete, and are 
partially isometric. 
& H,+yi>H)=& W*(Hi+qiyHi) (2.97) 
i-l i-l 
exist and are complete by assumption. Finally 
W+ H”, & (Hi + qi)) = & W,(Hf, Hi + qi)> (2.98) 
i= I i:l 
and we prove that W,(Hj;, Hi + qi) exist and are complete as in Remark 2.5. 
It follows then that W, (H”, H,, J) exist, are complete, and are partially 
isometric with initial space L2(lR2) by the chain rule. 
APPENDIX 
In assumptions A, and B, we required the existence of extension and trace 
operators, the validity of Greens formula, and of global elliptic regularity. In 
this Appendix we give a class of domains with unbounded boundary such 
that all the assumptions that we made are satisfied. 
By a domain we always mean an open set in iR”. 
DEFINITION A. 1 [42]. A domain Q in iR” is said to have a regular 
boundary if there exists a finite open covering { Oi{ r= i of the boundary of 0, 
80, finitely may finite cones { C,}f=, and a positive number E such that 
(a) every point of 8Q is the center of a sphere of radius E entirely 
contained in one of the sets Oi. 
(b) every point of R n Oi is the vertex of a translate of Ci entirely 
contained in a. 
DEFINITION A.2 [42]. Let D be a domain in IR”. An extension operator 
from H&2) into H,(lF?“), m E N, the nonnegative integers, is a bounded 
linear operator E, from H,(R) into H,(R”), such that 
and a, E H,(R). 
G%cp)(x) = f&h for all x E 0, 64.1) 
THEOREM A.3 [42]. Let f2 be a domain in R” having a regular 
boundary. Then for each nonnegative integer m, there exists an extension 
operator from H,(O) into H,(R”). 
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The theorem in [42) is more general than we need because it also applies 
to Sobolov spaces with Lp noim, 1 <p < co. 
Let B denote a cube in R”, 
B={yEIR”:aj<~j<(j,l,<j,<n}, (A.21 
where--03<aj<bj<m, l,<j,<n--l,-co<a,<O<b,<a.ByB’we 
denote the half cube 
B+={yEB:y,>O}, (A.3) 
and by B0 
B’={yEB:y,=O}. (A-4) 
We say that a cybe i is strictly contained in B if i c B and if aj(bj) is 
finite, then aj < Lij(bj < bj). 
DEFINITION A.4. An open set R c R” is said to be a _Ck, domain if it is 
regular and there exists a finite open covering { Oi I;= 1 of Q and for each i a 
one-to-one transformation @ from Oi onto a cube Bi c IF?” with inverse 
xi = (#‘)-*, such that: 
(a) The Jacobian of @ is one. 
(b) If Oi n X! # 4, Oi n 9 is mapped by d’ onto B,f, and aR n Oi is 
mapped onto di. 
(c) Writing y = 4’(x), x E Oi, and x =x’(y), y E Bi, we have 
y, = ~f(X>,...~ Y, = $:(x)9 (A-5) 
x, =X;(Y),..., x, =x:(Y), 64.6) 
where the functions 4_(x), 1 < i ,<p, belong to C”(Oi) and the g:(y), 
1 <j < n, belong to Ck(Bi). 
Remark AS. Notice that since the open sets Oi are not required to be 
bounded BQ may be unbounded. 
The following theorem gives us the global elliptic regularity required in 
our assumptions. 
THEOREM A.6. Let s2 be a CEmt’ domain, 12 0, and let h be a right 
(m + I)-smooth uniformly strongly elliptic bilinear form of order m in a. 
Suppose that q~ E ti,,@), w E H&Q), and that 
hkv,) = 01, WI, (A-7) 
for all x E C?(Q). 
Then ~1 E H,, + ,(0), and 
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ProoJ This theorem follows arguing as in Lemma 9.1, and Theorems 9.6 
and 9.7 of [38] with some modifications, and using Theorems 7.6, and 7.12 
of [38]. Q.E.D. 
Remark A.7. Suppose that n is a CimM domain. Then fi has the 
segment property, and by Theorem 3.18 of [41] the restriction to 0 of 
functions on Cr(lR”) are dense in Hzm(fi). Furthermore arguing as in 
Lemma 9.1 of [38] if 9 E C”(n) f’ HI(~) then 9(x) = 0, x E XI. Also by 
Theorem 5.4 of [41] HZm&2) is continuously imbedded in Ci”‘. Green’s 
formula follows arguing as in Theorem 10.1 of [38]. (b) of A, follows from 
Theorem A.6, and (c) follows arguing as in Theorem 5.22 of [41]. Then A, 
is satisfied. 
Remark A.8. Suppose that R,., satisfy the same assumptions as D in 
Remark A.7. Then by Theorem A.3 it follows the existence of the extension 
operator. (b) of B, follows from the proof of Theorem A.6. The remaining 
conditions in B, follows by the same arguments as in Remark A.7. 
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